
~ ............................... S~ould Behavmourmstmc Equatmon in Time Series be
] ~.4~=r~<~ ~i ’, ¯ ,~ ~:~ii~l~C~mDuted in Terms of Absolute Level Variables or

. I~ their Deltas?

Controversy is certain to develop on this issue.

~ractice varies.    In ESRI (Cowling~ Leser, 0 Herlihy) the ~ ’s

(i.e. changes in the unit time periods) are generally favoured.

Elsewhere (and sometimes in ESRI) the variables themselves are

used; and the writer has lately noted a mixed system, left side

endogenous being ~s and right side being all level variables

(e.g. Goldfeld).    The writer is unaware of adequate discussion of

the problem.    Those who favour the A -system are probably influenced

by the following considerations:-

(i) From the short-term forecasting viewpoint, estimation

of change is more important than estimation of absolute

level; the absolute value for the previous time is known;

hence the change gives the estimate for current time.

(ii) Related to (i): there is acute awareness of the

propensity of errors in best-made estimates to be of the

same order of magnitude as the actual changes.

E "~ (iii) One wants to use the coefficients of determination

one’s equations to assess their adequacy; the R2

¯ @ based on absolute level variables are almost useless for this

~-~ purpose because they are usually so near unity by reason of all

"~ "~ almost constantly going up simultaneously (in the post-war

~ ~period), an objection which does not necessarily apply to

theA variables.

(iv) On a more subtle level: each macro is fairly strongly

autoregressed.    If one favours simple linear systems (as

we do in ESRI, we think advisedly), one knows that the error

term in an absolute level type of equation must be a proxy

for many variables (and their non-linearities) which should

have been taken into account if they were known.    Hence the

error term will be prone to be autoregressed. Hence it is

not implausible to assume that, u (the model error term) being

autoregressed, au is non-autoregressed.    Hence LS regression

is more valid as applied to the £ form than to the absolute

level form of vsriable.



As a small contribution towards enlighte~nent, we

consider the following problem.    In classical simple LS

regression, does it matter (from the viewpoint of efficiency of

estimation of A y, asL yc) whether we regress on the absolute

level variables and then calculate AYc from the Yc (Method I)~

or whether we set up A yc from LS regression ofAy on Ax directly

(Method 2)°    The test of efficiency will be the value of

Z (Ay -AYc)2- Let the regression model be

(1) Yt = Pxt + ut’ t = 1,2,o..,T,

where Yt and xt are the observationc # the unknown population

coefficient to be estimated from the data and the constant ~ is

taken as zero, for simplicity.    The error term ut is a random

variable, i.e.,

(2) ~ut = O;

Nethod 1

Eut
2

~ ’2 EututQ = O, t~ / t.

P
The estimate b of p is ~,yx/x x-, so that

(3) Yct = xt~ YX/ZX2 : Pxt +Xxt ~ux/z x2~

using (I). From (I) and (3),

2
(4) Yt - Yct = ut - xt Zux/ ZX

and hence

, Zx2(5) Y~ - Yct = u~ - x~ ~x/ , t = 2,3,°.., ~.

Here (for notational simplicity) the primes indicateA ’s, i.e.

Y’ =aYt = Yt    Yt etco
t =     - Yt-1

From (2),

2    Eu~ ut     2o(6) ~,u~ = o~ ~,u~2 : ~-~ ~u~ u~+1 :-~ ; :~ ,

Eu$ut+k~     = O~ k > I.

Making liberal use of (6), and after some algebra, we find

(7) 12 EZ ’(y~ -Yct)2 = 2 (T-I) - 7,~ x’2/Zx2

O4

= 2 (:~-1) - d,

where Z~ indicates summation from t = 2 to T, i.e. (T-I) terms

and d is the Durbin-Watson (or yon Neumann) statistic.    (7) gives

the efficiency test function for ~ethod I.



Method 2

Here we start with the model

(s) y% = ;x% + u%, t = 2,3,.°.,T.

We assume that p can be estimated by LS.    This assumption is

not~ of course~ correct since the u~ are now serially correlated°

Actually if the ut are normally distributed the LS solution is the

~L solution (and hence asymptotically the most efficient).    It

is easy to show that the ~f5 solution of (8) (without assuming

normality) is identical with that of (I), so that solving (8)

properly would yield the same value of theYct’ ~s and hence of

expression (7).    In actual practice, we know little about the

auto-regressive properties of ut and u~ so we have little

compunction about applying LS in both cases~ sustained by the

fact that, at least, the estimates of p m%der both conditions

are consistent.

For simplicity, we use the same notation as in Method

v is different from that forI~ though~ of course~ ~,[ethod 2 Yct

v    is~.~ethod I.    The Nethod 2 Yct

~yV ~/ Vx~2 t=2 3~ . T.(9) Yet = x~    x ~     ,     , . ,

On substitution for y~ from (8)~ (9) gives

_~    X~(lO) Yet P +

~rom (8) and (i0),

2

(11) Y{ Yot u{ ~{ ;,,u,x,/~,,x,2

After much algebra we eventually find

, , )2 = 2T-4 . 2 ~,, ~-i x~ /~. ,x~2
(12) Z2 ~ (y~ _ Yct

d-

where Z ~’ indicates summation from t=3 to T.    For comparison with

(7)~ which is our ultimate aim, the right side of (12) can be

written more suggestively

(13) !2--~"Z ’ (Y$ - Y’ct)2
&-

= 2 (T-l) - d’ - 2 e/T

Here d’ is the Durbin-Watson statistic for the first differences

x# = A xt 
= xt - xt_I while

~2 ’2 ’2(14) 2 e/T = (x2 + xm )/Z ’ xt~> 0

The factor 2/T is introduced to indicate the dimension (in T) of
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the term.    Again for purposes of comparison it will be con-

venient to divide the expressions at (7) and (13) across by

2/(T-I)°    Finally we have the two expressions

(15)

,4’2 1 - d/2(T-1)

according as we use Methods I or 2.

According to our way of thinking the whole object of

regression is no__~t the estimation of the coefficients (in simple

or multiple regression) but the estimation of the dependent

variable yt~ i.e. of Yc~ °    (An analogous re~ark applies to

systems of equations).    Hence~ in a practical application, we

regard our exercise as the more successful the smaller the value

of the expression on the left side of (15)o    We are largely

unconcerned about probabilistic niceties9 as indicated, in

particular~ by our flagrantly v~olating them in Method 2.

We care little about the well-known optimality of certain methods

in the asymptotic case~ because we are never in this case in

practical applications and our experience with power function

analysis had shown that the canons of optimality for indefinitely

large samples are not necessarily true for our necessarily small

or medium-sized samples (in our case size T)o

Comparison of ~ 2 andg 2 at (15) shows that in general,
I     2

there is little difference in efficiency between Methods I and 2.

As we always find~ the magnitude depends predominantly on the

2magnitude of the error variance of~ ~ to the reduction of Which~

therefore~ our main efforts must be devoted°    The difference

2     2between gl and g2 arises only in the remaining terms, of order

-I
T ¯    As 1o the magnitude of d and d~ if the x~s or x~s are

random to one another their value will be about 2 (independent of

T) so that the second term of both expression would be only about

I/(T-I) and they cannot differ much when t is reasonably large~

d~ 2~oin practice~ d and d~ are within the range 1 ~ d~ ~ ~     Now,
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2despite the residual’s being autoregressed,$ 2’ derived by LS,

2
must be a minimum and hence>$i.     What (15) shows is that, in

2 2
the long run, the difference between hi and~2 is slight.

Of course this conclusion is based on the simplest

case imaginable.    We surmise (to put it no higher) that it is

also true for single equation multivariate regression and for

systems of equations involving 2SLS.    As already remarked,
/

the issue does not arise whe~ the full ML method is used, for

the solutions are identical.

An Application

The data are annual, 1949 to 1965 inclusive.

In ~million the xt are gross national expenditure, the Yt

money (annual average level), defined in the usual way, i.e.

- currency + current deposits.    Method I regression is

(i) Yct- 186.21 = 0.2640 (xt - 643°34), ~2     9934, s2

(.00552)                             17.O9~

(the bracketed figure is the estimated s.d.)    Method ~ regression

IS

(ii) y’ - iO 556 = O 1891 (x~-41.185), R2 s2=~4ct ..... 6511, .652
(0.0370)

There is no inconsistency between the coefficients in (i) and (ii):

the lower .05 (15 d.f.) limit in (i) is 0.2522 whereas the upper

.05 (14 d.f.) limit in (ii) is 0.2685.    The ranges overlap

though it is a near thing.    On account of its lower R2 the

coefficient estimate of 0.1891 at (ii) is not of much value.    We

show it to 4 places but we are not sure of the population value

to I place.

As a theory of relationship between money and national

expenditure (i) suffers from the fact that the intersept (i.e.

the. value of Yt when xt = O) is positive, in fact = 16.3~: if

there were no expenditure, money could exist.     If there were

a theory of exact proportionality between the two entities (i.e.

no constant term) the LS regression would be
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(iii) Yct = 0"2876xt’ R2 = .9850*

An even simpler theory would be Yct =

(iv) R2
Yct = 0"2894xt’ = °9843*

xt zY/z x or

High values of R2 are no guarantees of sufficiently

accurate estimates of Yt"    For the best estimate (i), the

standard error (s) is over 4 which means that, if the formula

were used for forecasting money a regular error of this magnitude

should be anticipated and o~casionally the error might be as

high as £6 or £8 million.    The formula is worthless for fore-

casting, since we would do as well with quite naive methods.

_ , )2 in which we areThe absolute values ofZ 1(y~    Yct ’

primarily interested have the following values Method I: 448.07,

Method 2: 345.13, the latter being the lower because it accrues

from LS (formula (ii))o    However, the s is seen to be about 5,

far too large of the estimation of year to year change in money.

Incidentally the von Numanna ratios for formulae (i) and (it)

are respectively 1.75 and 2.23.    Neither is significant from

the Durbin-Watson ~able~ though superficially they illustrate

the improvement in residual antoregression as on moves from

absolete levels in time series to their A
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As we are interested only in the accuracy of abso~te value
estimates then R2 have been derived as I - Z (Yt     -    Yct)2/-       z(Yt - ~)2’

for comparison with (i).    The actual values (in £ million) of

Z (Yt -Yct)2 in the three cases are (i) 256.38, (iii) 590.93, (iv) 618.


